Teaching Succinct and Accurate Science Writing
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*Today’s slides can be downloaded from our website: www.scwrl.ubc.ca/wac/
*Workshop certificates available on request.
Workshop Outline

- Warm-up activity
- Define succinct and accurate writing
- Strategies for teaching succinct and accurate writing
- Online tools
- Summary, additional resources, survey
Workshop Objectives

By the end of today’s workshop, you will be able to:

1. Define succinct and accurate science writing;

2. Introduce students to strategies for making writing succinct and accurate; and

3. Recognize unclear and wordy writing in student work and provide helpful feedback.
Warm-up activity

Using the first column in the handout provided (Exercise 1), reflect on:

1. Why is succinct and accurate writing important in your discipline?

2. What problems do your students have with writing succinctly and accurately?

3. What challenges have you had getting your students to write more succinctly and accurately?
What is succinct and accurate writing?

Science Writing Resources for Learning (ScWRL)
scwrl.ubc.ca
Strategies for teaching succinct and accurate writing

• Clear sentence structure
• Concise sentences
• Avoiding ambiguous words and technical jargon
Strategies for clear sentence structure

1. Put the subject and verb close together

Farmers that understand the differences between the soil requirements of plants when they are seedlings and their requirements when they are mature are in high demand.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

1. Put the subject and verb close together

Farmers that understand the differences between the soil requirements of plants when they are seedlings and their requirements when they are mature are in high demand.

Farmers are in high demand if they can understand the difference between the soil requirements of plants when they are seedlings and their requirements when they are mature.

Example from Scientific Writing Resource, Graduate School, Duke University
Strategies for clear sentence structure

2. Put the subject at the start and the most important information at the end

Peanuts, shrimp, almonds, milk or anything else with lactose, and wheat or anything with gluten all represent things that people are commonly allergic to.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

2. Put the subject at the start and the most important information at the end

Peanuts, shrimp, almonds, milk or anything else with lactose, and wheat or anything with gluten all represent things that people are commonly allergic to.

People are commonly allergic to peanuts, shrimp, almonds, milk or anything else with lactose, and wheat or anything with gluten.

Example from Scientific Writing Resource, Graduate School, Duke University
Strategies for clear sentence structure

3. Use simple subjects

The sequences that had passed our filtering, trimming, and alignment with ClustalX, were scanned for conserved elements across mammals.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

3. Use simple subjects

The sequences that had passed our filtering, trimming, and alignment with ClustalX, were scanned for conserved elements across mammals.

The sequences were trimmed, filtered and aligned with ClustalX. The **resulting alignments** were scanned for conserved elements across mammals.

Examples from Scientific Writing Resource, Graduate School, Duke University
Strategies for clear sentence structure

4. Use specific action words

The *movement* of the horse was observed.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

4. Use specific action words

The movement of the horse was observed.

The gallop of the horse was observed.

The walk of the horse was observed.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

5. Use active voice

Passive voice: **Oxford University** was applied to by more than 50,000 students last year.

Active voice: **More than 50,000 students** applied to Oxford University last year.

Example from Science Writing Resources for Learning, UBC
5. Use active voice...except when the passive voice is more appropriate

Active voice: **Mike** made an error, which compromised the study.

Passive voice: **The study** was compromised due to a methodological error.
6. Keep material in sequence

Until recently most people used incandescent bulbs in their lamps. Heating a tungsten filament until it glows, throwing off light, is how this type of bulb operates.
Strategies for clear sentence structure

6. Keep material in sequence

Until recently most people used incandescent bulbs in their lamps. Heating a tungsten filament until it glows, throwing off light, is how this type of bulb operates.

Until recently most people used incandescent bulbs in their lamps. This type of bulb operates by heating a tungsten filament until it glows, throwing off light.

Example from Flow Handout, The Writing Centre, UNC-Chapel Hill
Providing feedback on sentence structure

On your own: Read through the student writing example and provide the student with written feedback (Exercise 2).

Based on the strategies for clear sentence structure, what written feedback would you give this student?

In pairs: Discuss the feedback you provided.

Be prepared to share your insights with the group.
Strategies for clear sentence structure: Example student activities

• Correct example sentences and practice identifying the subject, verb and object

• Dissect scientific papers in order to help students build their own sentence-level templates and build-up their action verbs

• Ask students to review their own writing (or an example paper) and write out the verbs, trying to reduce the use of “to be”
Strategies for clear sentence structure - Example student activities

- ScWRL Quiz on identifying whether sentences are active or passive voice
- Identifying the use of passive and active voice in a journal article
Strategies for concise sentences

Ask yourself, can I say it in fewer words without changing the meaning of the sentence?

1. Remove wordy phrases

Exercise 3
## Strategies for concise sentences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wordy Phrase</th>
<th>Succinct Alternative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a result of...</td>
<td>Because...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We are going to conduct an investigation into...</td>
<td>We will investigate...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At this point in time...</td>
<td>Currently...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assuming that...</td>
<td>If...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Despite the fact that...</td>
<td>Despite...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In conjunction with...</td>
<td>With...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would appear that...</td>
<td>Apparently...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We had a sufficient number of rats...</td>
<td>We had enough rats...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike was of the opinion that...</td>
<td>Mike thought that...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This phenomenon should be taken into consideration...</td>
<td>This should be considered...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strategies for concise sentences

2. **Remove ineffectual phrases** (trying to make your sentence sound more important)

Note that...
It should be noted that...
Respectively...
It is important to realize...
So-called...

Examples from Scientific Writing Resource, Graduate School, Duke University
Strategies for concise sentences

3. **Remove excessive hedging** (limiting or qualifying words)

These results may possibly suggest that there is a likelihood that this species could be vulnerable to extinction.

Strategies for concise sentences

3. Remove excessive hedging (limiting or qualifying words)

These results may possibly suggest that there is a likelihood that this species could be vulnerable to extinction.

These results suggest that this species is at risk of extinction.

Strategies for concise sentences

4. Remove redundant words

entirely unique
might potentially
exactly identical
completely and utterly alone
completely devoid
Strategies for concise sentences

4. Remove redundant words

The engineer considered the second monitor an unneeded luxury.
Strategies for concise sentences

5. Remove obvious words

The greatest challenge in dealing with the crisis of a pandemic is that it is global in scope and so public health response must operate across national borders.

Strategies for concise sentences

5. Remove obvious words

The greatest challenge in dealing with the crisis of a pandemic is that it is global in scope and so public health responses must operate across national borders.

The greatest challenge in dealing with a pandemic is that public health responses must operate across National borders.

Strategies for concise sentences

6. Limit adverbs/adjectives

The success of these advanced technologies depends very heavily on a rather detailed understanding of the complex velocities in the unburned gases.

Strategies for concise sentences

6. Limit adverbs/adjectives

The success of these advanced technologies depends **very heavily** on a **rather detailed** understanding of the **complex** velocities in the unburned gases.

The success of these advanced technologies depends on understanding the velocities in the unburned gases.

Strategies for concise sentences

7. Choose simple words instead of fancy ones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fancy Word</th>
<th>Simple Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>commence</td>
<td>start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct</td>
<td>build</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elucidate</td>
<td>explain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fabricate</td>
<td>make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequently</td>
<td>often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimal</td>
<td>best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicate</td>
<td>show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possess</td>
<td>have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sufficient</td>
<td>enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utilize</td>
<td>use</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Providing feedback on unnecessary and fancy words

On your own: Read through the student writing examples and provide written feedback on *one* of the examples (Exercise 3).

Based on the strategies for concise sentences, what written feedback would you give this student?

In pairs: Discuss the feedback you provided.

Be prepared to share your insights with the group.
Strategies for concise sentences: Example student activities

• Write an assignment with a low word count, where it is a challenge to clearly express the concept or argument (e.g. a press release, an abstract, etc.)

• “Twitter essays”: practice writing 140 character statements about science concepts or summarizing topics for the public

• Without losing facts, cross out as many words as possible from an example piece of writing
Strategies for concise sentences: Example student activities

- Students discuss a wordy paper from the discipline
- Provide a table of wordy phrases and have students fill out the table with alternatives
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

1. Identify the audience

   • Technical jargon and ambiguous words depend on the audience
   
   • You can help students by identifying the audience in the assignment
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

2. Identify and replace ambiguous words

The male salmon grew *frighteningly* quickly. These males grew *significantly* faster than females.

most
nearly
regularly
everyone knows that
about, approximately, almost

Example from Science Writing Resources for Learning, UBC
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

2. Identify and replace ambiguous words

Development rate was fastest in the higher temperature treatment.

Development rate in the 30°C temperature treatment was ten percent faster than development rate in the 20°C temperature treatment.

Example from Sciences Handout, The Writing Centre at UNC-Chapel Hill
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

3. Technical jargon

Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Canadian Pacific Railway

Continuous Plankton Recorder

Calibrated Peer Review

CPR
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

3. Technical jargon

• Use non-technical language instead
• Define technical jargon in the text
• Use analogies
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon

3. Technical jargon

Why do I need more disk space and RAM? I explain that the cabinets hold the dishes you're not using at the moment (hard drive) and the countertop is used for items you are using (memory). This also helps to explain the concept of virtual memory (moving stuff from the countertop to a separate cabinet).

Identifying and replacing ambiguous words and technical jargon

On your own: Read through the table of terms with different meaning for scientists and the public.

What is the public meaning of the term? What could you use to replace the scientific term?

In pairs: Share your answers and brainstorm some additional words for your discipline(s).

Be prepared to share your insights with the group.
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon: Example student activities

• Provide a list of terms that have different meanings for the public and scientists and have students provide definitions and alternatives

• Compare terminology between a media report and the original academic paper

• Suggest that students give their writing to someone outside the discipline (e.g. a roommate or friend)
Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon: Example student activities

- Rewrite sentences to remove the jargon

- ScWRL activity: Rewrite an abstract in their own words, making it less jargon-heavy (could also include making it concise and less ambiguous)

- Build a Lego structure and then write a description on how to build it. Switch with peers, try to build the structure and the peer review the written instructions. This activity reinforces repeatability and avoiding misinterpretation.
Online Tools

• Readability
  https://readability-score.com/

• Grammarly – Free grammar checker
  https://www.grammarly.com/

• Sentence-level grammatical features
  http://writersdiet.com/?page_id=4
Workshop Summary

• Strategies for clear sentence structure
  – Put the subject and verb close together
  – Put the subject at the start and the most important information at the end
  – Use simple subjects
  – Use specific action words
  – Use active voice (except when passive voice is more appropriate)
  – Keep material in sequence
Workshop Summary

• Strategies for concise sentences
  – Remove unnecessary words: wordy phrases, ineffectual phrases, excessive hedging, redundant words, obvious words, extra adverbs/adjectives
  – Replace fancy words with simple ones

• Strategies for dealing with ambiguous words and technical jargon
  – Identify the audience
  – Replace ambiguous words – quantify where possible
  – Replace or define technical jargon or use an analogy
Wrap-up activity

Ideas for helping students with succinct and accurate writing

Return to your reflection handout (Exercise 1).

What have you added to the last column?
WAC+ Program Services

• Workshops
  • Strategies for Student Success with Writing
  • Writing Assignment and Assessment Design
  • Providing Effective Feedback on Writing Assignments
  • Teaching Oral Communication in Science
  • Non-traditional Communication Assignments
  • Teaching Succinct and Accurate Science Writing

• One-on-one consultations

• TA Training

• Class visits to discuss writing assignments
Workshop Objectives

By the end of today’s workshop, you will be able to:

1. Define succinct and accurate science writing;

2. Introduce students to strategies for making writing succinct and accurate; and

3. Recognize unclear and wordy writing in student work and provide helpful feedback.
Contact the WAC Program

Email: wac.coordinator@ubc.ca
Website: http://scwrl.ubc.ca/wac
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